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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which operational CLI command would you use to display
information about the system and software processes?
A. show route
B. show chassis
C. show system

D. show cli
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which four actions should you perform in order to use the sales
catalog to its fullest potential?
A. Create and include sales catalogs within the product group.
B. Associate an image for the sales catalog.
C. Create and include promotions within the sales catalog.
D. Relate product groups to other product groups.
E. Create and include product groups within the sales catalog.
F. Sort the products within the sales catalog by quantity.
Answer: B,C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit
Your customer is testing native supplicant provisioning using
the ISE (at 192.168.1.2) and a Cisco WLC. The Cisco WLC has an
ACC Configured on it called onboarding during the testing of
many different client devices (android apple windows) it
appears that these devices are never redirected to the on
boarding portal through they a access the internet which
statement explain this behavior.
A. The ACL has a permit any at the end of the list redirection
does not take place unless
the client hits a websites that guest permitted
B. The ACL has a permit any at the end of the list redirection
does not take place unless the client hits a website that gets
denied
C. The source and destination port in the ACL are not set up
correctly
D. there is nothing wrong the acl the problem must exist either
on the client side or on the configured ISE authorization
profile.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are designing a Cisco Fabric Interconnect and UCS blade
project for a client that includes two fabric interconnects in
high availability and one UCS blade chassis. The Cisco devices
will be connected to the client's Fibre Channel storage system.
Which two SAN pool configurations are the minimum requirements
for a successful operation?
(Choose two.)
A. Create one WWNN pool per blade chassis.
B. Create four WWNN pools per fabric interconnect cluster, two

for fabric A and two for fabric B.
C. Create two WWNN pools per fabric interconnect cluster, one
for fabric A and one for fabric B.
D. Create one WWPN pool per blade chassis.
E. Create two WWPN pools per fabric interconnect cluster, one
for fabric A and one for fabric B.
Answer: A,D
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